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Comments: there is NOTHING worse that seeing dandelions all over the place in the Bob, a species not even

native to north America, brought in by careless stock users many of which are outfitters. They leave messes, ruin

trails, scare wildlife and erect tent cities in the middle of everywhere, they are IMPOSSIBLE to avoid for the most

part. In addition, they are charging TOP DOLLAR to people that don't even live here to exploit our resources

while bringing ZERO benefit to the surrounding communities or legitimate users of the Bob. How, exactly, does

some millionaire paying another millionaire to have his employees take him camping in the woods to shoot an

already pressured elk benefit anyone?? In addition, there is no enforcement of anything short of landing a

helicopter in the wilderness that I've ever seen. If you are going to auction off my wilderness experience, can you

at least make sure someone besides some ranch owner benefits. Charge 3k for every wilderness patron these

people take out there, then you might actually have enough money to enforce the rules, they flew in on a private

jet to ruin my wilderness, least they can do is carry their own water, oh wait, there's people for that. What a joke.

Maybe they can do what the other millionaires do and just buy a checkerboard, and sue anyone who crosses the

corner or put up a gate and make people "ask" to use "public" lands This whole industry is loaded with some of

the most selfish people on the planet, I'm sure they will get their way and I'll have to walk through horse crap all

summer and fall Y'all are doing a great job, keep it up! 


